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MARCIALONGA RUNS TOWARD SEPTEMBER
RUNNING COOP: RACE PACKET UNVEILED

Marcialonga Running Coop on 6 September, 2015
Race packet unveiled 
The MiniRunning promo event for young runners
Combined event Punto3 Craft provisional standings after stage 2


Marcialonga: one after the other. After the successful Marcialonga Cycling Craft road race that attracted hundreds of cyclists in Val di Fiemme and Val di Fassa less than ten days ago, now it is time to seriously think about the next Marcialonga event, the Running Coop race scheduled on 6 September, 2015 in Northern Italy.
Entries to the running event in Trentino region are open and the present entry fee is 25 Euro including a tasting and colourful goodie bag. Those who decide to take part into the next Marcialonga Running Coop event will receive a bag that contains a unique sleeveless t-shirt, a pack of pasta Felicetti branded, an Enervit water bottle plus energy bar, a 10% discount voucher and a multi-use Sportler headband, Blistex lip balm, a baseball cap ITAS branded and an exclusive Mizuno shoe-bag.
The 25.5k long Marcialonga Running Coop race will start off in Moena and close in Cavalese, and while grown-ups will battle it up along the beautiful race itinerary that runs along the Avisio river, youngsters and kids will enjoy the MiniRunning event on Sunday 6 September scheduled in the morning in Cavalese town centre. Young boys and girls aged between 6 and 12 will be more than welcome to join it and eventually collect a nice and useful present plus enjoy a delicious and exclusive little party for all.
The Marcialonga Running Coop race is the third and last race of the Combined event Punto3 Craft after the Marcialonga Cycling Craft and last January’s ski-marathon. The provisional individual standings read Latvian Janis Teteris and the home-girl Roberta Tarter on the top of male and female tables respectively.
All the information about the Marcialonga world are available on www.marcialonga.it plus Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and YouTube channel.
Info: www.marcialonga.it

